There is a recent interest in developing statistical filtering methods for stochastic optimization (FSO) by leveraging a probabilistic perspective of the incremental proximity methods (IPMs). The existent FSO methods are derived based on the Kalman filter (KF) and extended KF (EKF). Different with classical stochastic optimization methods such as the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and typical IPMs, such KF-type algorithms possess a desirable property, namely they do not require pre-scheduling of the learning rate for convergence. However, on the other side, they have inherent limitations inherited from the nature of KF mechanisms. It is a consensus that the class of particle filters (PFs) outperforms the KF and its variants remarkably for nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian statistical filtering tasks. Hence, it is natural to ask if the FSO methods can benefit from the PF theory to get around of the limitations of the KF-type IPMs. We provide an affirmative answer to the aforementioned question by developing three PF based stochastic optimization (PFSO) algorithms. For performance evaluation, we apply them to solve a least-square fitting problem using a simulated dataset, and the empirical risk minimization (ERM) problem in binary classification using real datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our algorithms outperform remarkably existent methods in terms of numerical stability, convergence speed, classification error rate and flexibility in handling different types of loss functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider a ubiquitous optimization problem of finitesums as follows, 
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classification problem, but covers the whole field of supervised learning. Now consider a dataset {(x k , y k )} n k=1 , where x k ∈ R d is referred to as features and y k ∈ {1, −1} denotes the corresponding class label, for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. The component function f k in (1) is explained as the prediction loss with respect to the kth data point, namely, f k (θ) = l(θ|x k , y k ), where l denotes the loss function. In the community of ML, people also call the optimization problem of finite-sums of empirical losses as empirical risk minimization (ERM) [1, 2] . We call the problem of our interest here large-scale ERM. The term 'large-scale' indicates that the number of observations n is very large to the extent that it is infeasible to use classical first or second order optimization algorithms, as the cost of evaluating or even storing the gradients iteratively over the entire dataset is too expensive.
The massive scale of modern datasets poses a significant research challenge for developing efficient algorithms to solve the aforementioned large-scale ERM problem [3, 4] . As the typical SO methods, SGD and IPMs have attracted a lot of attention as a potential solution. The SGD algorithm, which is strongly connected with the stochastic approximation methods, is a stochastic version of the gradient descent methods [5, 6] . In the SGD algorithms, a randomly chosen subset of data is employed to calculate a noisy and unbiased estimate of the true gradient. The estimated gradient is then leveraged as a guideline information to update the parameter θ at each iteration. The main advantage of the SGD algorithms consists of the low per iteration computation and a frequently fast initial convergence rate. Both of these properties are desirable for large-scale problems, while the success of the SGD algorithms demands an elaborately designed scheduling of the step-size to ensure convergence. Despite that a significant amount of work has been conducted, see e.g. [7] [8] [9] , there still lacks a generally applicable approach to automatically and optimally tune the step sizes.
As an alternative to the SGD methods, the class of IPMs has also been widely studied in the literature [10] [11] [12] . The key procedure of IPMs is an online version of the proximal operator. This operator minimizes a single or a mini-batch of components in the cost function (1) by searching a local optimum from a constrained local parameter space centered around the solution of the previous iteration. The aforementioned local parameter space is specified in the form of a regularizer. Compared with SGD algorithms, IPMs are more preferable for linear cases, since an analytical form of the iterative solution is available [10, 11] . On the other side, for nonlinear cases, IPMs are prone to become computationally inefficient, as no tractable analytical solution exists again, and thus an iterative numerical solver is required to perform a local search at every proximal step [10, 11] . In addition, the IPM suffers from numerical instability when the parameter estimate gets close to the actual minimum. This is caused by the lack of a mechanism to reduce the step-size in local parameter exploration.
Recently the IPMs have been investigated from a novel probabilistic perspective [12] . A one-to-one correspondence between the proximal operator for least-squares regression and the Bayes update for linear Gaussian models is revealed. Following this, a KF based IPM (KF-IPM) is derived for online least-squares regression based on a linear Gaussian model. For nonlinear cases, the EKF is used instead of the KF and the resulting algorithm is termed EKF-IPM here. It is shown that such filtering based SO (FSO) algorithms can provide a natural dampening mechanism for parameter updates, making them much more numerically stable than conventional IPMs [12] . However, the existent KF-type FSO algorithms have severe limitations that prevent them from being widely used in ML problems. The first limitation is that both KF-IPM and EKF-IPM require the form of the component loss functions in (1) to be least-quadratic, namely f k (θ) (y k − h k (θ)) 2 , while, as we know, many ML techniques use different forms of loss functions, e.g., the logistic loss f k (θ) log 1 + exp −y k θ T x k . Here θ T denotes the transposition of θ (we assume that both θ and x are column vectors herein and after). The other limitation lies in that such KF-type algorithms cannot perform elegantly if the model is highly nonlinear due to the model mismatch error caused by model linearization.
It is a consensus that the class of particle filters (PFs) outperforms the KF and its variants remarkably for nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian statistical filtering tasks. Hence, it is natural to ask if the aforementioned FSO methods can benefit from the PF theory to get around of the limitations of the KF-type IPMs. We provide an affirmative answer to the aforementioned research question by deriving three novel PF based SO (PFSO) algorithms. We also provide a discussion on the relationships among (1) PF methods for stochastic dynamic filtering; (2) PF methods for static parameter estimation; and (3) our PFSO methods here for SO.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a brief review of the Bayesian interpretation of IPMs and introduce the KF algorithms for implementing IPM-type optimization. In Section III, we present the proposed PFSO algorithms in detail. In Section IV, we provide a discussion of the connections between our PFSO methods and other related work. In Section V, we show experimental evidence. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. A BAYESIAN INTERPRETATION OF IPMS
In this section, we briefly review the Bayesian interpretation of IPMs. This acts as the necessary background information needed for understanding the proposed PFSO algorithms in Section III.
Consider the SO problem based on observations {z k } n k=1 , where z k := {x k , y k }. The task is to find a vector θ ⋆ which satisfies
where f k (θ) = l(θ|x k , y k ). The IPM solves (2) iteratively by employing only a single component function at each iteration. Specifically, it aims to solve a sequence of sub-problems as follows,
for k = 2, . . . , K, where θ k is referred to as an estimate of θ at the kth iteration, prox denotes the proximal operator, λ ∈ R + the regularization parameter, V ∈ R d×d a symmetric positive definite matrix, a 2
Notice that, here we slightly abuse the notation f k for simplicity, as it actually represents f j k , where j k is a random sample drawn uniformly from {1, 2, . . . , n} with replacement. This random sampling operation is the same as in the case of SGD. The output of the IPM, namely θ ⋆ K , is taken as an estimate of the solution to (2) . Now let us construct a state-space model which can be broken down into a state transition and state measurement model
Then the corresponding posterior distribution of θ k can be evaluated up to an unknown constant as follows
where
and z 1:m = {z 1 , . . . , z m }. Since in the context of IPM θ k−1 represents a point estimate of θ at the (k − 1)th iteration, the integral in Equation (7) collapses to p(θ k |θ k−1 ). So we have
= arg max
Now we see that the proximal operator in (3) is equivalent to searching a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate of θ based on the state-space model defined by (4)- (8) .
Now let us consider the linear regression case wherein
where N (·|µ, Σ) denotes a Gaussian density function with mean µ and covariance Σ. Note that the definitions given by (11) and (12) make Equations (4) and (5) still hold. For such linear Gaussian model, the MAP solution is also optimal in terms of minimum mean square error (MMSE), which suggests that the MMSE estimator, KF, can be used to solve it. In particular, by performing one iteration of KF, we can obtain an analytically tractable solution to (??) as follows
The interesting point is that the above equation is identical to the update rule of the IPM. It suggests that the IPM implemented for linear regression cases is identical to a reduced version of the KF algorithm which restricts the covariance V to keep invariant over iterations. The above derivation is not only useful in providing a Bayesian interpretation for the IPM but also helpful for suggesting a guideline to improve the IPMtype scheme for optimization. For linear regression cases, a straightforward generalization is to employ a full version of the KF to substitute the reduced version. The resulting algorithm is referred to as KF-IPM here. The generalization modifies the model structure slightly, as it only requires to replace
, while keeping the likelihood function unchanged. The parameter update rule is correspondingly changed to be
As is shown, the covariance V is now allowed to be updated. This is equivalent to introducing a natural dampening mechanism into the IPM for parameter updates. Thanks to this mechanism, the uncertainty over the solution over iterations is refined in a systematical way, making the resulting algorithm much more numerically stable than typical IPMs when the parameter estimate approaches the actual minimum.
If f k (θ) = (y k − h k (θ)) 2 and h k (θ) is nonlinear, no analytically tractable update rule is available for typical IPMs, and SGD is commonly used to solve (3). We show in what follows how to derive a more efficient alternative algorithm to SGD to handle such nonlinear cases. We only need to generalize KF-IPM slightly, in the same way as we generalize KF to obtain EKF. The resulting algorithm is termed EKF-IPM here. The recursions of the EKF-IPM can be written as,
operator with respect to parameter θ. In addition to EKF, the unscented KF (UKF) is also a popular variant of KF, which is developed to deal with nonlinear filtering problems. The UKF can be applied to the KF-type IPM scheme by substituting EKF with it. We refer to the resulting algorithm as UKF-IPM. Due to space limitation, we choose not to introduce the implementation details of UKF-IPM, while the readers are referred to [13] for details about UKF.
III. THE PROPOSED PFSO ALGORITHMS
In this Section, we develop three PFSO algorithms for solving the optimization problem of the form of (1). To begin with, we introduce a generic PF framework for sequential sampling the model described in Section II.
A. A Generic PF Algorithm for IPM-type Optimization
The PF is a sequential importance sampling (SIS) algorithmic framework which aims to solve sequential Bayesian inference problems. Motivated by the observation that there exists a correspondence between the MAP inference and the proximal operator, as shown in (9), we use PF to sample from the posterior and thus to do IPM-type optimization.
We use the SIS procedure to simulate the sequence of target distributions π k (θ k ), k = 1, 2, . . . , K, one by one. During the simulation process, both the discrete set of the sampled parameter values and the associated sample weights are evolved and updated per iteration. It has become standard to refer to sampled values as "particles". The initial set of particles are equally weighted and drawn from a prior distribution of θ, denoted by π 0 (θ 0 ), and then the SIS process iterates on. We now introduce the operations included in one, say the kth, iteration of the SIS procedure. Standing at the beginning of iteration k, suppose that we have a weighted sample set
, providing a discrete Monte Carlo approximation to π k−1 (θ k−1 ), namely
where δ x denotes the delta function located at x. We first draw a set of new random samples
Then we calculate the importance weights of these samples as followŝ
Under mild conditions and with an appropriate design of the proposal function, this new weighted sample set can provide a discrete Monte Carlo approximation to π k (θ k ) [14] , which is to say :
The SIS algorithm has a seriously problematic issue, namely the variance of the importance weights increases stochastically over iterations. The variance increase will cause the phenomenon of particle degeneracy, which means that, after a few iterations, one of the normalized importance weights approaches one, while the others tend to zero. To reduce particle degeneracy, a resampling procedure is usually used to eliminate samples with low importance weights and duplicate samples with high importance weights. A number of resampling schemes, such as residual resampling and minimum variance sampling, have been proposed in the literature, but it has been reported that their impacts on final performance are not significantly different among each other [15] . We used residual resampling in all our experiments in Section V. A pseudo-code to implement the generic PF algorithm for IPMtype optimization is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: A generic PF algorithm for IPM-type optimization
Calculate the importance weights of the samples:
Resampling step: Eliminate/Duplicate samples with low/high importance weights, respectively, to obtain N random samples θ i k approximately distributed according to π k (θ k ); Set w i k = 1/N, ∀i;
The above framework is the backbone of the proposed PFSO algorithms that will be introduced in the following subsections, while a critical design issue, namely the choice of the proposal function q k , has not been addressed so far. Suppose that we want to sample from π k (θ). We hope that, by choosing an appropriate proposal function q k , the variance of the importance weights can tend to zero. In fact, the choice of proposal function plays an important role in reducing the variance of the importance weights [14] [15] [16] . An empirical guideline is to choose one function that mimics the target distribution but has heavier tails. In the following subsections, we present the proposed PFSO algorithms, which use different proposal functions.
B. Kernel Smoothing based PFSO
Here we present a PFSO algorithm that employs a kernel smoothing technique, referred to as Liu and West method [17] in the literature, to generate new particles. The resulting algorithm is thus termed kernel smoothing based PFSO (KS-PFSO) here. Standing at the beginning of iteration k; suppose that we have at hand a weighted particle set
, providing a discrete Monte Carlo approximation to π k−1 (θ k−1 ). We calculate the mean and variance of the posterior π k−1 (θ k−1 ) from particle approximation. Denote the approximated mean and variance bym k−1 andV k−1 , respectively. Then sample ǫ i ∼ N (0, γV k−1 ) and set
where β and γ are free parameters chosen to satisfy β 2 + γ = 1, ensuring the mean and variance of these new born samples to be correct. In our experiments as presented in Section V, we set β = 0.9. By letting the value of β close to 1, we can ensure that θ i k is in the proximal area of θ i k−1 . Therefore, we can regard that these new born samples are approximately generated from the prior distribution defined by (4). Since the posterior density is proportional to the product of the prior density and the likelihood, the importance weight of θ i k can be very easily obtained by calculating the likelihood p(z k |θ i k ). The KS-PFSO algorithm is summarized as follows in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: The KS-PFSO Algorithm 1 Initialization: the same as in Algorithm 1;
Sample θ i k using Equation (21), ∀i; 5 Calculate the importance weights of the samples:
Normalize the weights:
Resampling step: the same as in Algorithm 1.
C. MCMC Assisted PFSO
As shown above, the KS-PFSO algorithm employs a resampling step to reduce particle degeneracy. This step results in multiple copies of the fittest particles and removal of low weight particles, and thus might lead to an issue called particle impoverishment. The extreme case is that one particle contributes N copies while all the other particles are deleted. Here we propose a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) assisted PFSO algorithm (MCMC-PFSO), in which an MCMC moving step is used to strengthen particle diversity after the resampling step, while not affecting the validity of the approximation. The pseudo-code implementing the MCMC-PFSO algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.
D. EKF Assisted PFSO
As mentioned above, both KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO can be regarded as algorithms that employ the prior density as the proposal function to generate new particles. The prior density is far from optimal especially when the likelihood is too peaked or if there is little overlap between the prior and the likelihood. So we propose here a new PFSO algorithm that takes into account the observation of the current iteration in designing the proposal function. In this way, the newly 
Normalize the importance weights:
Resampling step: the same as in Algorithm 1; 
born particles can be moved to regions of high likelihood.
In particular, we generate and propagate a Gaussian proposal distribution for each particle, i.e.,
where the meanθ i k and covarianceV i k are computed using EKF. So it requires that we specify the EKF process for each particle. Hence, we call this algorithm EKF assisted PFSO or EKF-PFSO for short. Compared with KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO, the advantage of EKF-PFSO lies in that it creates a better proposal distribution that leverages the fresh observation of the current iteration. This is done at the cost of introducing inaccuracies caused by local linearization of the loss function in invoking the EKF. Considering the model specified by Equations (2)-(9), where f k (θ) = (y k − h k (θ)) 2 and h k (θ) is nonlinear, we give a pseudo-code to implement the EKF-PFSO in Algorithm 4.
IV. CONNECTIONS TO RELATED ALGORITHMS
Here we discuss the relationships of the proposed PFSO algorithms with other existing related research.
A. Relationships with PF algorithms designed for dynamic state filtering
Most of the PF algorithms are developed in the context of dynamic state filtering, among which the bootstrap filter [14, 18] is recognized as the pioneering work in this field. Several major ideas underlying the PFSO algorithms are adapted from the original PF methods developed for dynamic state filtering. Specifically, the idea of taking the prior distribution as the proposal to generate new particles was first used in the bootstrap filter [18] . We adopt this idea into the design of the KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO algorithms, while the way this idea is implemented is different here. For the bootstrap filter, the prior distribution is precisely defined by Algorithm 4: The EKF-PFSO Algorithm 1 Initialization: Draw a random sample {θ i 0 } N i=1 from π 0 (θ 0 ). Initialize V i 0 and set ω i 0 = 1/N , i = 1, . . . , N ; 2 for k = 1, . . . , K do 3 Calculate the gradients a i k = ▽ θ h k (θ i k−1 ), i = 1, . . . , N ; 4 Update the particles with the EKF:
Re-weight the samples:
the state transition function, therefore the new particles are generated simply by simulating the state transition function with previous particles as input. For KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO, the operation of sampling from prior is implemented based on a kernel smoothing technique termed Liu and West method [17] . In KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO, the distribution from which the particles are drawn is actually an approximate prior centered around previous particles. The MCMC-PFSO is related with the improved PF methods that rely on an MCMC moving step to strengthen particle diversity after resampling [19, 20] . The EKF-PSFO algorithm is an application of the extended Kalman particle filter (EKPF) [15] into the context of stochastic optimization based on the Bayesian interpretation of IPMs as presented in Section II. The fundamental difference between the PFSO algorithms and the PF methods developed for dynamic state filtering lies in that the former assumes that θ is an unknown static parameter, while the latter regards it as a dynamic changing state, whose evolution law is pre-specified by a dynamic function.
B. Relationship with PF algorithms designed for static parameter estimation
The PFSO algorithms proposed here are closely related with existent PF methods derived for static model parameter estimation, the most representative of which are those presented in [21, 22] . Among the algorithms proposed here, the MCMC-PFSO algorithm is most related with methods in [21, 22] ; they all use an MCMC moving step to bypass particle impoverishment after the resampling step. The difference lies in that, the former employs Liu and West method to generate new particles besides the MCMC moving step, while the latter relies completely on the MCMC moving step to generate new particles. Therefore the MCMC-PFSO algorithm is preferable in terms of ensuring particle diversity. In addition, the underlying model structure of our algorithms is different with methods presented in [21, 22] . In our algorithms, a state transition prior, see (4) , is specified to model the transition law of the optimum found in two adjacent iterations. For methods in [21, 22] , there is no explicit form of state transition prior defined. As discussed above, by specifying a state transition prior, one can obtain a natural mechanism to enhance particle diversity. Moreover, a model including such a prior defined is equivalent to the state space model; hence one can borrow ideas from a large body of work on state space models to develop SO algorithms. That is what we do in this paper.
C. Relationships with filtering methods designed for optimization tasks
As a type of recursive filter based SO methods, our algorithms are related to a body of related work on the usage of Kalman-type stochastic filters for nonlinear optimization [12, [23] [24] [25] [26] . In this paper, we substitute Kalman-type algorithms with specially designed PF methods and demonstrate that this substitution brings striking benefits for large-scale nonlinear optimization of finite-sums.
The proposed algorithms also have connections with the existent PF based optimization (PFO) methods, e.g., in [27] [28] [29] , since all of them fall within an algorithmic framework termed Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) sampler [30] . In this framework, the task of optimizing an objective function f (θ) is translated to be how to sample from a sequence of target distributions π k (θ), and then evaluate the optimum based on the samples. The fundamental difference between existent PFO methods and our algorithms is rooted in the way by which the sequence of target distributions is constructed. The former class of methods treats the objective function as a whole in constructing the target distributions, neglecting the additive structure of the objective function considered here. In contrast, all the PFSO algorithms proposed here make full use of the additive structure, treating it in the same spirit as SGD and IPMs.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
We evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithms using both simulated and real datasets. All the objective functions to be optimized in these experiments are nonlinear.
A. Least-square fitting using simulated dataset
We first simulated a dataset, based on which we investigated the proposed algorithms on a simple problem of fitting a sigmoid function. Besides the proposed PFSO algorithms, the EKF-IPM, UKF-IPM and a typical IPM algorithm were also checked for performance comparison. As the model is nonlinear, the IPM used is actually an approximate nonlinear IPM, which applies an iterative numerical solver for each subiteration. The setting of the experiment is borrowed from [12] . The problem to be solved is of the form (2) with
where x k ∈ R d−1 , y k ∈ R, θ ∈ R d and θ = (α, β). The dimension d is set to 2 in our experiment. The same as in [12] , the value of the parameter λ is set to 0.2. The initial value θ 0 of the approximate nonlinear IPM is set randomly, drawn from a uniform distribution, which is also the target distribution from which the initial set of particles are sampled for the PFSO algorithms. The prior for EKF-IPM and UKF-
For EKF-PFSO, the initial covariance matrix V i 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N } is also set to I d . The particle size for all PFSO algorithms is set to N = 10 2 . Figure 1 shows that the proposed KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO perform best, as they are numerically stable like the EKF-IPM and UKF-IPM but converge faster than EKF-IPM and UKF-IPM. As is shown, the performance of UKF-IPM is comparable to that of EKF-IPM. Due to its numerical instability, the EKF-PFSO algorithm is not included in the lower panel of Figure 1 . The relationship between the particle size N and the performance of the PFSO algorithms is empirically revealed by Figure 2 . 
B. Binary classification using real datasets
We then checked the proposed PFSO algorithms on six UCI datasets [31] : Haberman [32] , HTRU2 [33] , IRIS, Banknote Authentication, Pima Indians Diabetes, Skin Segmentation. Table I gives a summary of these datasets. We focused on the empirical risk minimization (ERM) task for binary classification, which can be formulated by Equations (2)-(3), where y is the label of data and x the feature vector. Except IRIS, each dataset consists of two classes of data instances. IRIS has three classes. We covert IRIS into a twoclass dataset by treating its first two classes as one larger class, and regarding the last class in the original dataset as the second class. We consider two loss functions for use, namely the least-quadratic (LQ) function with f k (θ) :
, and the logistic function with f k (θ) := log(1 + exp(−y(α + β T x k ))). For both cases, we have θ (α, β).
For performance evaluation of an algorithm, we use tenfold cross-validation. Specifically speaking, we split a dataset randomly into ten sub-datasets, figure out the θ ⋆ through ERM using nine sub-datasets of them, reserving the remaining one sub-dataset as a test set. This process is repeated ten times, every sub-dataset having one chance to do as the test set. Given the optimum that has been found denoted by θ ⋆ = (α ⋆ , β ⋆ ), we predict the label for a data instance denoted {x, y} by checking the value of 1 1+exp(−α ⋆ −(β ⋆ ) T x) . If this value is bigger than 0.5, then we set the predicted label to 1; otherwise to -1. By comparing the predicted labels with the true labels for data items in the test set, we obtain an error rate, which we use here as the performance metric for algorithm comparison.
For all of these six datasets, we do the same initialization for each algorithm. The regularization parameter λ is set to 0.25. The particle size for all PFSO algorithms is set to N = 10 3 . All the other parameters are initialized in the same way as that shown in Subsection V-A. A typical SGD algorithm termed Adaline [6] is also included in the experiment for reference. The learning rate parameter in Adaline is set to 1/k, where k denotes the iteration index. Table II gives the experimental result. It shows that, for every dataset, the best classification result in terms of error rate is always given by one of the proposed PFSO algorithms. Specifically speaking, EKF-PFSO performs best in three of six cases, and this number for MCMC-PFSO and KS-PFSO is two and one, respectively. We can also see that, for both the IRIS and the Banknote datasets, the logistic loss function is significantly better than the LQ type loss function for use with the KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO algorithms, since the former leads to much smaller a value of the error rate. However, for the Skin dataset, the LQ type loss function is preferable to the logistic loss function for use with the KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO algorithms. Again, we see that the performance of the UKF-IPM algorithm is indistinguishable from that of EKF-IPM. We also checked the influence of the particle size N on the error rate for the PFSO algorithms, plotting the result in Figure 3 . The significantly better performance of PFSOs in terms of error rate is obtained at the cost of computing time, as shown in Table III . However, the PFSO algorithms can be markedly accelerated by parallelization. The particle generation and weighting steps are straightforward to parallelize, as they require only independent operations on each particle. The resampling procedure can also be parallelized as reported in [34] . So we argue that, if the PFSO algorithms are parallelized in a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) computing environment, it may render their computing time comparable to that of SGD and IPMs, making them more competitive in practical applications.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Inspired by a Bayesian perspective of the IPMs, we presented three stochastic optimization algorithms, namely KS-PFSO, MCMC-PFSO, and EKF-PFSO, for large-scale optimization of finite-sums. The PF methods are not new, since they have been developed for more than 20 years since the seminal paper [18] , while the class of PFSO algorithms presented here is new since it is distinctive from all existing SO methods. Different from traditional methods such as SGD, the PFSO methods free the users from computing gradients and removes the differentiability requirement. Compared with the KF-type SO methods, the application scope of PFSO methods is much wider and they converge much faster, especially for nonlinear cases. The experimental results using both simulated task and real datasets provide a strong evidence on the superiority of the PFSO methods in terms of numerical stability, convergence speed, classification error rate and flexibility in handling different types of loss functions. We didn't provide strict theoretical analysis for the PFSO methods, because we argue that the theoretical research on PF and SMC methods is rich, see e.g., [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , and those results still hold for the PFSO methods presented here. One point to note is that, in both KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO, we regard Equation (21) as the bootstrap proposal and then weight the resulting particles by their likelihoods. This makes KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO look slightly different from standard bootstrap filter in form, but they remain the same in spirit as long as β in Equation (21) takes a value close enough to 1. So some theoretical results for bootstrap filter [18] still work for KS-PFSO and MCMC-PFSO. This has been demonstrated by experimental results shown in Section V. A major limitation of the PFSO algorithms is their computing time, while this can be remedied to a large extent by parallelization in a GPU computing environment.
We argue that our work here opens the door to investigate a rich body of PF methods to solve large-scale SO problem. For example, we can borrow ideas from adaptive importance sampling, e.g., in [40] [41] [42] , to design adaptive PFSO algorithms which can build up proposal functions automatically. Our recent work on robust PF [43] [44] [45] [46] may provide tools for developing robust PFSO algorithms. The Rao-Blackwellization technique may be used to improve the current version PFSO, especially for high dimensional cases, as it provides a way to take advantage of the analytic structure present in the model during the sequential sampling process [47, 48] .
